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Abstract
We establish results for the injectivity and injectivity modulo gauge of certain inverse
source problems in transport on a simply connected domain with variable index of refraction
inducing a ’simple geometry’. The model given by radiative transfer involves a scattering
kernel with finite harmonic content in the deviation angle. The results on injectivity are con-
structive, and they are connected to the explicit inversion (modulo kernel) of the attenuated
X-ray transform on tensor fields on simple Riemannian surfaces.
1 Introduction
We consider an inverse problem associated with the propagation of photons with attenuation
and scattering effects, in a two-dimensional medium with variable index of refraction. The
domain M is simply connected in R2, endowed with a Riemannian metric g = c−2(x)id where
c(x) corresponds to the local speed induced by a variable index of refraction. In this case, the
dynamics takes place in the unit phase space (or unit tangent bundle)
SM = {(x, v) ∈ TM, gx(v, v) = 1},
with ingoing/outgoing boundaries
Γ± := {(x, v) ∈ SM, x ∈ ∂M, ±gx(v, νx) > 0}, (1)
where νx denotes the unit outward normal at x ∈ ∂M . Linear propagation is modeled by the
geodesic flow of g, ϕt : SM → SM , and we assume that the flow is simple (see Sec. 2.1 below).
Representing a unit tangent vector as v = c(x)
(
cos θ
sin θ
) ∈ SxM , the infinitesimal generator of the
linear transport is given by
X = c(x)(cos θ∂x + sin θ∂y) + (−∂yc cos θ + ∂xc sin θ)∂θ. (2)
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Attenuation effects are modeled via a position dependent function a(x), and scattering is defined
through a collision kernel k(x, θ, θ′). The propagation of the density of photons is then modeled
by the following PDE posed in SM , to be solved for the photon density u(x, θ):
Xu+ a(x)u =
1
2π
∫
Sx
k(x, θ, θ′)u(x, θ′) dθ′ + f(x, θ) (SM), u|Γ− = h, (3)
in a sense made precise in Section 3. The ’inputs’ h and f generate the solution, and under ad-
missibility conditions on the metric g and the optical parameters (a, k), one may define uniquely
u|Γ+ as a function of (h, f), allowing to formulate several inverse problems:
(P1) In the case f = 0, the so obtained boundary-to-boundary map is called the albedo
operator Aa,k : L1µ(Γ−)→ L1µ(Γ+), a ’transmission’ setting where the typical inverse question is
whether one can reconstruct (a, k) from the albedo operator Aa,k. Such a problem has been well
studied in the literature, in Euclidean settings [7, 6, 27, 4, 3], on Riemannian manifolds (modeling
media with variable index of refraction) [13, 12, 17, 14, 16, 15], with a recent generalization to
the case where a magnetic field is present [2].
(P2) In the case h = 0, the setting covered in what follows, the internal source f generates
the outward radiated field u|Γ+ , an ’emission’ setting with applications to SPECT and Optical
Molecular Imaging, where the inverse problem is to reconstruct the source f(x, v) from u|Γ+ . In
the absence of scattering (i.e., k ≡ 0), this is equivalent to inverting the so-called attenuated X-
ray transform of f , which in the case where f is polynomial in the v variable, can also be viewed
as the attenuated tensor tomography problem. The study of the attenuated X-ray transform has
advanced quite a bit over the past few years [22, 20, 18, 1, 19], an in turn motivates the present
results. The main literature on the inverse source problem is when the source f is isotropic:
in Euclidean cases when scattering is small, Bal and Tamasan proposed a Neumann-series type
inversion in [5], based on the inversion of the attenuated X-ray transform over functions; for
general scattering, the problem was proved to be Fredholm (injective up to a finite-dimensional
space of obstructions) in [28]; in Riemannian settings, Sharafutdinov proved a stability estimate
using energy identities (in particular proving injectivity) under a no-conjugate point assumption
involving an effective curvature combining the curvature of the manifold as well as the optical
parameters, in turn implying a smallness assumption on the optical parameters see [24, 25].
In the present work, we are concerned with the inverse source problem (P2), where the set-
ting is a medium with variable index of refraction, whose linear transport induces a ’simple’
flow. Compared to earlier results, the smallness assumption on k is dropped and replaced by
the condition that k has finite harmonic content in the angular deviation variable. We fur-
ther consider sources with polynomial angular dependence, for which the corresponding inverse
problem may or may not be injective, and in the case where it is not, we fully characterize the
extent of non-injectivity. In the injective cases, the approach is constructive, and as explicit as
the solution to the attenuated tensor tomography is. In particular, in the case of the Euclidean
disk, a complete answer involving explicit reconstruction formulas is provided in [19], while for
simple surfaces, a partially explicit inversion is proposed in [11] (the missing point being an
explicit construction of special geodesically invariant distributions).
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The main tool is to make use of the recent results for the attenuated tensor tomography
problem in [19, 11]. Specifically, for the attenuated transform defined over tensor fields (or
equivalently, over functions of (x, v) with polynomial dependence on v), while the problem
admits a non-trivial gauge, one is able to devise a representative to be reconstructed as well as
an explicit and efficient procedure to reconstruct it. In other words, we are fixing a gauge for
the attenuated transform, where the dependency of the reconstructed candidate in terms of the
unknown source term f(x, v) and the initial transport solution u is fully understood. We are then
able to extract f (entirely if f is isotropic, partially otherwise) from this reconstructed candidate.
The results presented are specifically two-dimensional, as they rely heavily on complex-analytic
tools, and the three-dimensional case would also be of great interest.
Finally, the authors were recently made aware of the recent work [10], also addressing the
inverse source problem in transport. A similar feature is that both articles exploit the finiteness
in harmonic content of the scattering kernel, in a crucial way, to reconstruct a source term,
though using different methods in different contexts (the theory of A-analytic functions used
in [10] restricts the analysis to the case of constant index of refraction, which on the other
hand allows for a good understanding of stability properties). The present work also addresses
anisotropic sources.
We now present the main results and give an outline of the remainder at the end of the next
section.
2 Statement of the main results
2.1 Notation
Recall that we denote the phase space SM := {(x, v) ∈ TM, gx(v, v) = 1}, with boundary
∂SM = {(x, v) ∈ SM, x ∈ ∂M} = Γ+ ⊔ Γ− ⊔ Γ0,
where Γ± are defined in (1) and Γ0 (the ’glancing’ boundary), is defined through the condition
g(νx, v) = 0. We denote π : SM → M the canonical projection and for any (x, v) ∈ SM , we
define τ(x, v) the smallest non-negative time t such that π(ϕt(x, v)) ∈ ∂M . Thoughout the
article, we will assume that (M,g) is strictly convex1 and non-trapping2. The inverse results will
further assume that (M,g) be simple, in the sense that it is strictly convex, non-trapping, and
has no conjugate points.
The first two requirements on M imply that M is simply connected. Therefore we will
not restrict generality by employing a global ’isothermal’ chart (x, y, θ) = (x, θ) of SM where
the metric looks like g = c−2(x)id for some fixed scalar ’speed’ function c(x) > 0, and where a
tangent vector v is uniquely described by the angle θ through the correspondence v = c(x)
(cos θ
sin θ
)
.
In these coordinates, the geodesic vector field X takes expression (2), and SM carries the
’Liouville’ volume form dΣ3 := c−2(x) dx dθ (with dx the Euclidean area). In what follows, for
1in the sense that ∂M has positive definite second fundamental form.
2in the sense that τ (x, v) < ∞ for all (x, v) ∈ SM
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p ∈ [1,∞], one may denote Lp(SM) spaces with respect to that volume. The inward/outward
boundaries Γ± also inherit the surface measure dΣ
2 = ds dθ, where ds denotes g-arclength along
the boundary ∂M . For (x, v) ∈ ∂SM , we let µ(x, v) := gx(νx, v), and will denote Lp(Γ±) :=
Lp(Γ±, dΣ
2), as well as Lpµ(Γ±) := L
p(Γ±,±µ dΣ2). Naturally, Lp(Γ±) ( Lpµ(Γ±).
Fourier analysis on SM . Via Fourier series in θ, functions in L2(SM) may be decomposed
into circular harmonics
L2(SM) =
∞⊕
k=0
Hk, Hk := ker(∂
2
θ + k
2Id). (4)
The subspace H0 is isometric to L
2(M) and for k ≥ 1, f ∈ Hk if and only if f = fk,++fk,− with
fk,±(x, θ) = f˜k,±(x)e
±ikθ for some functions f˜k,± ∈ L2(M) (we write this splittingHk = Ek⊕E−k
for k > 0). A function u ∈ L2(SM,C) decomposes accordingly
u(x, θ) =
∞∑
k=0
uk(x, θ) = u0(x) +
∞∑
k=1
(u˜k,+(x)e
ikθ + u˜k,−(x)e
−ikθ),
‖u‖2 = 2π
(
‖u0‖2M +
∞∑
k=1
(‖u˜k,+‖2M + ‖u˜k,−‖2M )
)
. (Parseval)
Since the notation H is reserved for subspaces of L2(SM), Sobolev-type spaces will be denoted
usingW 1,2(Hk) for the space of elements inHk whose spatial components lie in the usual Sobolev
spaceW 1,2(M) (L2 functions with gradient in L2). Similarly, we will denote theW 1,2(M)-closure
of C∞c (M) by W
1,2
0 (M).
Finally, we will say that u is of degree m if in the decomposition (4), uk = 0 for all k > m.
2.2 Main results: applications of attenuated tensor tomography to the in-
verse source problem
Consider the equation
Xu+ a(x)u = Su(x, θ) + f(x, θ) (SM), u|Γ− = 0, (5)
where the scattering term takes the form Su(x, θ) := 12pi
∫
S1
k(x, θ − θ′)u(x, θ′) dθ′. In the
transport litterature, a = σp + σa, where σa(x) represents pure loss due to absorption and
σp(x) =
1
2pi
∫
S1
k(x, θ) dθ = k0(x). We say that (a, k) is admissible if they satisfy
0 ≤ a ∈ L∞(M) and 0 ≤ k(x, ·) ∈ L1(SxM) for a.e. x ∈M. (6)
In addition, we define the subcriticality condition as
σa(x) ≥ δ > 0 for some positive constant δ. (7)
We first show in Section 3 that under conditions (6)-(7), Equation (5) has a unique solution u,
whose outgoing trace allows to define our measurement operator.
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Theorem 1. Suppose that (M,g) is convex and non-trapping, and let optical parameters a, k
satisfy conditions (6)-(7). Then the operator
Ma,k : L2(SM)→ L2(Γ+), Ma,kf := u|Γ+ , where u solves (5), (8)
is well-defined and continuous, with norm not exceeding
√
C0
(
Q∞
δ
+ 1
)
, where C0 is a convexity
constant defined in (10), and Q∞ := supx∈M a(x) + supx∈M
∫
SxM
k(x, α) dα.
It is then natural to consider the inverse source problem, which consists of reconstructing the
source term f from the measurements Ma,k(f). In the absence of scattering, such a problem
is nothing but the inversion of the attenuated X-ray (or Radon) transform Iσa . In this case,
f cannot be reconstructed uniquely unless the dependency of f in (x, θ) is reduced, and some
typical examples where injectivity holds is for f = f0(x)+X⊥f⊥ or f(x, θ) = f1(x)e
iθ+f−1(x)e
−iθ
(the case of vector fields). If f is direction-dependent but with finite degree, the attenuated X-
ray transform still has a well-understood kernel. Now, in the presence of scattering and if both
f and k have finite degree, with k of the form
k(x, α) =
m∑
n=−m
k˜n(x)e
inα,
then equation (5), upon representing u(x, θ) into a Fourier series, takes the form
Xu+ a(x)u =
m∑
n=−m
k˜n(x)u˜n(x)e
inθ + f(x, θ).
In particular, the right-hand side has finite degree, and Ma,kf = Ia[Su+ f ] lies in the range of
the attenuated X-ray transform defined over functions of high enough degree. The goal is then
to reconstruct f (or a gauge representative of it) by removing the effects of the scattering term
Su.
As in the absence of scattering, this problem may have a large kernel for general direction-
dependent sources. We therefore present two results corresponding to cases where the problem
is injective, and cases where the problem has a gauge. In the latter, we fully characterize the
gauge. In either case, the frequency content of k makes it necessary to work with the attenuated
X-ray transform on tensor fields. Since it has a large kernel there, to reconstruct a source, one
must (i) make a judicious choice of which representative is being reconstructed, and (ii) extract
f from it. For the statement below, we define
X⊥ := c(x)(sin θ∂x − cos θ∂y)− (∂xc cos θ + ∂yc sin θ)∂θ. (9)
Theorem 2. Let (M,g) be a simple domain and (a, k) a pair of optical parameters satisfying
(6)-(7), with k of finite degree and a smooth. Suppose that the source f is of either of the
following forms:
(1) f = f0 +X⊥f⊥ for f0 ∈ L2(M) and f⊥ ∈W 1,2(M).
(2) f = f1 = f1,+(x)e
iθ + f1,−(x)e
−iθ (vector field) for f1,± ∈ L2(M).
Then the mapping f 7→ Ma,k(f) is injective and constructively invertible.
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Case (1) above with f⊥ = 0 corresponds to isotropic sources and is the most common example
in, e.g. Optical Molecular Imaging. Case (2) is applicable to Doppler Tomography [26]. Finally,
we state a second result for the case of more general sources, where the problem now has a
gauge. The main result is a full characterization of the gauge.
Theorem 3. Let (M,g) be a simple domain, (a, k) a pair of optical parameters satisfying (6)-
(7), with k of finite degree and a smooth. Suppose that the source f has degree at most m ≥ 1.
Then Ma,k(f) = 0 if and only if there exists p of degree m − 1 with components in W 1,20 (M)
such that
f = Xp + ap− Sp.
Remark 4. In both theorems above, the smoothness assumption on a is mainly due to Theorem
11 below, used in our main results. Smoothness on a is required by microlocal arguments in [22]
in order to construct holomorphic integrating factors for attenuated X-ray transforms. However,
it is expected that the same results hold using less regularity on a, e.g. a ∈ C0(M) is expected
to suffice.
Outline. The remainder of the article is structured as follows. We first describe in Sec. 3
the forward theory that is necessary to properly define the measurement operator Ma,k. This
includes an L2 treatment of trace issues (§3.1) and forward solvability, followed by the proof
of Theorem 1 (§3.2). Section 4 then covers the main ’inverse’ results, starting with geometric
preliminaries (§4.1) and recalls from attenuated tensor tomography (§4.2), followed by the proofs
of Theorems 2 (§4.3) and 3 (§4.4).
3 Forward mapping properties
The main purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1, providing along the way a self-contained
L2 theory of transport in our setting. The forward results will be formulated for indices of
refraction such that the domain is strictly convex, non-trapping (in other words, assuming the
absence of conjugate points is not necessary in this section).
3.1 Spaces and traces
We denote ‖ · ‖ the norm in L2(SM), and define the Hilbert space
W 1,2X (SM) := {u ∈ L2(SM), Xu ∈ L2(SM)}, ‖u‖22,X := ‖u‖2 + ‖Xu‖2.
Using the strict convexity of the boundary, [23, Lemma 4.1.2] implies that there exists a constant
C0 such that
τ(x, v) ≤ C0 µ(x, v), ∀(x, v) ∈ Γ−. (10)
Green’s formula for X reads∫
SM
Xu dΣ3 =
∫
∂SM
u µ dΣ2, u ∈ C∞(SM), (11)
and upon applying this to the solution u of Xu = −f with u|Γ− = 0, we obtain Santalo´’s formula∫
SM
f dΣ3 =
∫
Γ+
∫ 0
−τ(x,−v)
f(ϕt(x, v)) dt µ dΣ
2. (12)
Lemma 5. Suppose (M,g) strictly convex and non-trapping, and let C0 > 0 be the constant in
(10). The operator T : C∞(SM\Γ0)→ C∞(Γ+) defined by
Tu(x, v) := u(x, v) − u(ϕ−τ(x,−v)(x, v)), (x, v) ∈ Γ+,
extends as a bounded map T : W 1,2X (SM)→ L2(Γ+), with norm at most
√
C0.
Proof. We prove it for smooth u and extend by density. For such an u and for all (x, v) ∈ Γ+,
the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus gives
Tu(x, v) = u(x, v) − u(ϕ−τ(x,−v)(x, v)) =
∫ 0
−τ(x,−v)
Xu(ϕt(x, v)) dt.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
|Tu(x, v)|2 ≤ τ(x,−v)
∫ 0
−τ(x,−v)
|Xu|2(ϕt(x, v)) dt.
Therefore, we obtain∫
Γ+
|Tu(x, v)|2 dΣ2 ≤
∫
Γ+
τ(x,−v)
∫ 0
−τ(x,−v)
|Xu|2(ϕt(x, v)) dt dΣ2
(10)
≤ C0
∫
Γ+
∫ 0
−τ(x,−v)
|Xu|2(ϕt(x, v)) dt µ dΣ2 (12)= C0‖Xu‖2,
hence the result.
Remark 6. Lemma 5 does not imply that the trace operators u|Γ± separately extend in a similar
fashion3, let alone with the (larger) target space L2µ(Γ±). Indeed, on any convex, non-trapping
domain, consider the exit time function τ : Γ− → R+, and denote τψ its extension by constancy
along the flow ϕt, in particular, τψ ∈ C∞(SM)\Γ0 and Xτψ = 0. For any η ∈ R, we consider
the quantities
‖(τψ)η‖2L2µ(Γ−) =
∫
Γ−
τ2ηµ dΣ2, ‖(τψ)η‖2W 1,2
X
(SM)
=
∫
Γ−
τ2η+1µ dΣ2,
where the second quantity is computed using (12). The first quantity is finite iff 2η+1 > −1 (or
η > −1) and the second is finite iff 2η + 2 > −1 (or η > −3/2). Thus for any η ∈ (−3/2,−1],
the function (τψ)
η belongs to W 1,2X (SM) but (τψ)
η|Γ− does not belong to L2µ(Γ−).
3See also [9, § ’Orientation’, p. 219] where the same claim is made in the case of constant refractive index.
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Traces. In spite of Remark 6, traces do extend continuously on L2(K, dΣ2) for K any compact
subset of Γ±.
Lemma 7. Suppose (M,g) is strictly convex and non-trapping. Let K be a compact subset of
Γ+ (resp. Γ−). Then the trace mapping C
∞(SM) ∋ u 7→ u|K ∈ C∞(K) extends by continuity
to a continuous mapping of W 1,2X (SM)→ L2(K).
Proof. We treat the case where K ⊂ Γ+, as the case K ⊂ Γ− is deduced from it by considering
the function u(x,−v). Fix K a compact subset of Γ+, and let h ∈ C∞c (Γ+) a non-negative
function equal to 1 on K. We extend h by constancy along the flow ϕt, into a function hψ ∈
C∞(SM ), vanishing in a neighborhood of Γ0. Also define χ ∈ C∞([0, 1], [0, 1]) equal to 1 on
[0, 1/3] and 0 on [2/3, 1]. Then the function SM ∋ (x, v) 7→ p(x, v) := χ
(
τ(x,v)
τ(x,v)+τ(x,−v)
)
is
smooth away from Γ0, thus the product ℓ := hψp defines a smooth function on SM . Now let
u ∈ C∞(SM ). Then uℓ vanishes on Γ− so that T (uℓ) = uℓ|Γ+ , and uℓ|Γ+ agrees with u on K.
We now bound ∫
K
|u|2 dΣ2 ≤
∫
Γ+
|u|2ℓ2 dΣ2 =
∫
Γ+
|T (uℓ)|2 dΣ2.
From the proof of Lemma 5, the latter right-hand side is bounded above by C0‖X(uℓ)‖2, which
is in turn bounded by C ′‖u‖2
W
1,2
X
(SM)
, where C ′ only depends on C0 and the compact set K.
Lemma 7 is proved.
Definition 8. For u ∈ W 1,2X (SM), we write u|Γ+ = 0 (resp. Γ−) if u|K = 0 for every compact
set K ⊂ Γ+ (resp. Γ−).
The conditions above imply in particular the almost-everywhere vanishing of u on Γ+ or Γ−,
and the linear subspaces W 1,2X,±(SM) of W
1,2
X (SM) defined by
W 1,2X,± = {u ∈ L2(SM), Xu ∈ L2(SM), u|Γ± = 0}, (13)
are natural for considering traces.
Lemma 9. Let T as defined in Lemma 5. For every u ∈ W 1,2X,−(SM), Tu(x, v) = u(x, v) for
almost every (x, v) ∈ Γ+. From the properties of T , we can define u|Γ+ ∈ L2(Γ+), with the
continuity estimate
‖u|Γ+‖2L2(Γ+) ≤ C0‖Xu‖2 ≤ C0‖u‖2W 1,2
X
(SM)
.
One can similarly define a trace operator W 1,2X,+(SM)→ L2(Γ−).
Proof. Since u|Γ− = 0 a.e., and α : Γ+ → Γ− defined by α(x, v) := ϕ−τ(x,−v)(x, v) is a diffeomor-
phism4, then u|Γ− ◦ α = 0 a.e., hence Tu agrees almost everywhere with u|Γ+ .
4α is also called the scattering relation in other contexts.
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3.2 Proof of Theorem 1
We view X as an operator with domain D(X) = W 1,2X,−(SM). The operator X is accretive:
indeed we have for any u ∈ D(X),
2Re(Xu, u) =
∫
SM
((Xu)u + uXu) dΣ3
=
∫
SM
X(|u|2) dΣ3 (11)=
∫
Γ+
|u|Γ+ |2µ dΣ2 ≥ 0.
The operator X can also easily be seen to be closed. Using Equation (11), the adjoint of X is
given by X∗ = −X, with domain D(X∗) =W 1,2X,+(SM), and the calculation
2Re(X∗u, u) = −
∫
SM
X(|u|2) dΣ3 =
∫
Γ−
|u|Γ− |2|µ| dΣ2 ≥ 0,
also shows that X∗ is accretive. By [8, Th.8 p.340], the operator X is maximal accretive.
We first show that given f ∈ L2(SM), problem (5) has a unique solution in D(X) =
W 1,2X,−(SM) as defined in (13).
Define the operator Q : L2(SM) → L2(SM) by Qu := au − Su. This operator is bounded,
self-adjoint, and its operator norm is at most Q∞ as defined in the statement of the theorem.
Moreover, using the subcriticality condition (7), we show that
(Qu, u) ≥ δ‖u‖2. (14)
Proof of (14). We compute
(Qu, u) =
∫
M
[
a(x)
∫
S1
|u(x, θ)|2 dθ −
∫
S1×S1
k(x, θ − θ′)u(x, θ)u(x, θ′) dθ dθ′
]
dx
(7)
≥ δ‖u‖2 +
∫
M
[
k0(x)
∫
S1
|u(x, θ)|2 dθ −
∫
S1×S1
k(x, θ − θ′)u(x, θ)u(x, θ′) dθ dθ′
]
dx.
To show that the last term is non-negative is a direct consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality. Indeed,∫
M
∫
S1×S1
k(x, θ − θ′)u(x, θ)u(x, θ′) dθ dθ′ dx
≤
(∫
M
∫
S1×S1
k(x, θ − θ′)|u(x, θ)|2 dθ dθ′ dx
) 1
2
(∫
M
∫
S1×S1
k(x, θ − θ′)|u(x, θ′)|2 dθ dθ′ dx
) 1
2
=
∫
M
k0(x)
∫
S1
|u(x, θ)|2 dθ dx,
hence (14) holds.
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From (14) we deduce that the operator Q−δId is accretive. Then, the operator X+Q−δId,
with domain of definitionD(X) is closed accretive, and its adjoint (X+Q−δId)∗ = −X+Q−δId,
with domain of definition D(X∗) is also accretive. Thus by [8, Th. 8 p.340], the operator
X+Q−δId is maximal accretive, and therefore −(X+Q−δId) generates a contraction semigroup
of class C0. By [8, Prop. 1 p.321], this implies that for all λ > 0, (X+Q− δId+λId)(D(X)) =
L2(SM), with resolvent estimate ‖(X + Q − δId + λId)−1‖L(L2(SM)) ≤ 1λ . In particular, for
λ = δ, we obtain that there exists a unique solution u ∈ L2(SM) such that Xu+Qu = f with
u|Γ− = 0, and with estimate ‖u‖L2(SM) ≤ 1δ‖f‖L2(SM).
From the transport problem, we then obtain that Xu = −Qu+ f , whence
‖Xu‖ ≤ ‖Qu‖+ ‖f‖ ≤ Q∞‖u‖+ ‖f‖ ≤
(
Q∞
δ
+ 1
)
‖f‖,
and hence u ∈ D(X). To conclude, the trace estimate of Lemma 9 gives
‖u|Γ+‖L2(Γ+) ≤
√
C0‖Xu‖ ≤
√
C0
(
Q∞
δ
+ 1
)
‖f‖,
and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.
4 Reconstruction
4.1 Preliminaries
Geometry of SM . The geodesic vector field X defined in (2) can be completed into a natural
frame of T (SM) by considering the other two vector fields V := ∂θ and X⊥ as defined in (9).
The frame {X,X⊥, V } has structure equations
[X,V ] = X⊥, [X⊥, V ] = −X, [X,X⊥] = −κ(x)V,
where κ(x) := c2(x)(∂2x + ∂
2
y) log c is the Gaussian curvature of the metric g = c
−2id.
Fourier analysis on SM . Recall the Fourier decomposition L2(SM) = ⊕k≥0Hk described
Sec. 2.1, with for k ≥ 1, Hk = Ek ⊕ E−k. We also denote Ωk = Hk ∩ C∞(SM) for all k ≥ 0
and Λk = Ek ∩ C∞(SM) for all k ∈ Z\{0}. The free transport operator X can be rewritten as
X = X+ +X− (see e.g. [21]), where X±(W
1,2(Hk)) ⊂ Hk±1 for all k ≥ 0 with the convention
H−1 = {0}. Componentwise,
X+uk = η+uk,+ + η−uk,−, (k ≥ 0),
X−uk = η−uk,+ + η+uk,−, (k > 0), X−u0 = 0, (k = 0),
where we have defined the operators η± := (X ± iX⊥)/2 with the property that η±(Λk) ⊂ Λk±1
for all k ∈ Z. In coordinates (x, θ),
η+ = e
iθ(c(x)∂ − i(∂c)∂θ), η− = η+, where ∂ := 1
2
(∂x − i∂y).
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In what follows, we also denote
kerk η± := Λk ∩ ker η±, k ∈ Z,
as well as L2(kerk η±) the L
2 version of it, a closed subspace of Ek as explained in [1, Sec. 7.1].
Of special interest will be, for k ≥ 1 the spaces kerk η− ⊕ ker−k η+. For k ≥ 2, such spaces
correspond to trace-free, divergence-free tensors of order k, while for k = 1, they correspond to
harmonic one-forms. The L2 version will be denoted
Hsolk (M) := L
2(kerk η−)⊕ L2(ker−k η+), k ≥ 1. (15)
We have Hsolk (M) = {f ∈ Hk, X−f = 0} for all k ≥ 2, while for k = 1, Hsol1 (M) ( {f ∈
H1, X−f = 0}.
The relevance of Hsolk comes from the following fact:
Lemma 10. Let k ≥ 1. For any u ∈ Hk, there exists a unique v ∈ W 1,20 (Hk−1) and g ∈ Hsolk
such that
u = X+v + g.
The decomposition is L2(SM)-orthogonal.
4.2 Recalls from attenuated tensor tomography
In the case where scattering is absent, the measurement operator Ma,0f is the so-called atten-
uated X-ray transform, usually written Iaf and given explicitly by
Iaf(x, v) =
∫ 0
−τ(x,−v)
f(ϕt(x, v)) exp
(
−
∫ 0
t
a(ϕs(x, v)) ds
)
dt, (x, v) ∈ Γ+,
where τ(x, v) denotes the first nonnegative time t at which ϕt(x, v) ∈ Γ+.
A natural question is whether the recovery of f from Iaf is possible. If f is restricted to be
of degree m for some m > 0, this is referred to as the attenuated tensor tomography problem.
Fixing a harmonic cutoff number m, one may find that the transform Ia restricted to integrands
of degree at most m has a natural kernel: if p is of degree m− 1 with components in W 1,20 (M),
then (X+a)p has degreem and satisfies Ia[(X+a)p] = 0. The question then consists in assessing
whether this is the only obstruction, and if it is, to change the problem as follows: given f of
degree m, find a representative h of f modulo the kernel of Ia (i.e., Iaf = Iah) and reconstruct
it from Iaf .
The answer to this last question was recently provided in [11], and the summary of Theorems
1 and 2 there may be read as follows:
Theorem 11 (Theorems 1, 2 in [11]). Let (M,g) a simple Riemannian surface with boundary
and a ∈ C∞(M). Then any f ∈ L2(SM) of degree m admits a unique decomposition
f = (X + a)p+ h,
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where p is of degree m− 1 with components in W 1,20 (M). In addition, h ∈ L2(SM) is of degree
m and of the form
h = h0 +X⊥h⊥ +
m∑
k=1
hk,
with h0 ∈ L2(M), h⊥ ∈W 1,20 (M) and for k ≥ 1, hk ∈ Hsolk (M).
We thus have Iaf = Iah, and h can be uniquely and constructively recovered from Iaf .
If f ∈ C∞(SM), then p, h0, h⊥, hk are all smooth.
Such a result is the basis of the derivations that follow in the next section. Let us mention
that, except for the last statement, the conclusions above should be conjectured to hold for
a ∈ L∞(M).
Remark 12. All of the singular information is contained in h0 and h⊥, whereas the hk’s for
|k| ≥ 1 are smooth in x ∈ M int and can be viewed as residual terms. The reconstruction must
(i) take care of the analytic terms first, from higher to lower angular dependence, then (ii) the
reconstruction of (h0, h⊥) must be carried out. Steps (i) and (ii) are fully explicit in the case
of the Euclidean disk [19]; in the case of simple surfaces/domains, reconstruction formulas for
step (ii) are given in [1], while step (i) is described in [11]. For this last case, the reconstruction
relies on the existence of invariant distributions whose existence is provided through microlocal
arguments, though a fully constructive approach remains to be found.
4.3 Injective problems - proof of Theorem 2
We now prove Theorem 2. We first treat the case of isotropic scattering as it provides a succinct
introduction to the approach.
4.3.1 Isotropic scattering
Suppose the scattering kernel isotropic, i.e., k(x, θ − θ′) = k0(x).
Case (1). Suppose f = f0 +X⊥f⊥. In this case, equation (5) reads
Xu+ a(x)u = k0u0 + f0 +X⊥f⊥, u|Γ− = 0, (16)
and where u|Γ+ = Ia[k0u0 + f0 + X⊥f⊥]. By injectivity of the attenuated ray transform over
sums of functions and solenoidal vector fields, we can recover k0u0 + f0 and f⊥ separately from
the data, see e.g. [1, 19]. In particular, the right-hand-side f˜ of (16) is fully known, thus we may
integrate it to recover u namely through the relation u(x, v) =
∫ 0
−τ(x,−v) f˜(ϕt(x, v)) dt. Since k0
is known, then we finally recover f0 = (f˜)0 − k0u0.
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Case (2). Suppose f = f1 ∈ H1 is a vector field. Then the equation (X + a)u = Su + f
provides the data Ia[k0u0 + f1], a form of integrand over which the attenuated X-ray transform
is no longer injective. We thus use the Hodge decomposition to rewrite f = Xf˜0 +X⊥f˜⊥ + ω1
for some f˜0, f˜⊥ ∈W 1,20 (M) and ω1 ∈ Hsol1 (M). The transport equation can be rewritten as
(X + a)(u− f˜0) = k0u0 − af˜0 +X⊥f˜⊥ + ω1, (u− f˜0)|Γ− = 0, (17)
and we deduce by direct integration thatMa,k(f) = Ia[(k0u0−af˜0)+X⊥f˜⊥+ω1]. The integrand
inside Ia can now be uniquely reconstructed, see [1, 19], and this determines, separately,
k0u0 − af˜0, f˜⊥, ω1.
Since the right hand side of (17) is known, this determines u− f˜0 uniquely through
(u− f˜0)(x, v) =
∫ 0
−τ(x,−v)
[k0u0 − af˜0 +X⊥f˜⊥ + ω1](ϕt(x, v)) dt
and in particular, u0 − f˜0 = (u− f˜0)0 is known. We finally reconstruct f˜0 by removing u0 from
the two reconstructed functions involving it, through the linear combination:
f˜0 =
1
k0 − a(k0u0 − af˜0)− k0(u0 − f˜0).
That k0 − a vanishes nowhere precisely comes from the subcriticality condition (7). Now that
f˜0, f˜⊥ and ω1 are all reconstructed, we can recover f .
4.3.2 Scattering kernel of arbitrary finite degree
Now suppose k has degree m, of the form
k(x, θ) = k0(x) +
m∑
n=1
(k˜n,+(x)e
inθ + k˜n,−(x)e
−inθ).
Call u the unique solution of the transport problem
Xu+ a(x)u = f(x) + k0u0 +
m∑
n=1
(k˜n,+u˜n,+e
inθ + k˜n,−u˜n,−e
−inθ), u|Γ− = 0,
and where Ma,kf = u|Γ+ is measured and equals the attenuated X-ray transform of the right-
hand side.
In the last section, Case (1) generated a form of integrand over which the operator Ia was
injective, while Case (2) required an additional step exploiting a known gauge of Ia. The general
case is similar to the latter, since Ia has a non-trivial kernel as soon as one considers integrands
of nonzero degree.
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Step 1. Moving inside the gauge of the attenuated X-ray transform.
We first modify this transport equation in such a way that the values at the boundary are
not modified, yet where the right-hand side will take a form over which the attenuated transform
is injective. Namely, by virtue of Theorem 11, the function of degree m given by f +Su admits
a unique decomposition
f + Su = (X + a)p+ f˜ ,
where p is of degree m − 1 with components in W 1,20 (M), and where f˜ can be uniquely recon-
structed from Iaf˜ = Ia[f + Su] =Ma,k(f), as explained in [1, 19, 11].
Step 2. Reconstruction of f . One may now assume that f˜ has been reconstructed. The crux
is now to show how to reconstruct f from f˜ and the relations written above. The important
equalities are
Xu+ au = f + Su = (X + a)p+ f˜ , (18)
where f˜ is known fromMa,k(f). Subtracting the right side from the left and using that p|∂SM =
0, we obtain the transport problem
X(u− p) + a(u− p) = f˜ , (u− p)|Γ− = 0.
Since the right-hand side is known, this determines (u− p) by direct integration, that is,
(u− p)(x, v) =
∫ 0
−τ(x,−v)
f˜(ϕt(x, v)) dt, (x, v) ∈ SM.
Now using the middle and right sides of (18), we may write
(X + a)p− Sp− f = S(u− p)− f˜ . (19)
The right side is known, and assuming that f is of degree at most 1, we project the equation
above onto the subspaces Hm, . . . ,H2 to obtain a triangular system of equations determining
pm−1, . . . , p1 in descending order. Namely, since pk = 0 for k ≥ m and p|∂SM = 0, the projections
of (19) are:
Hm : X+pm−1 = (S(u− p))m − f˜m, pm−1|∂M = 0,
Hm−1 : X+pm−2 + apm−1 − Spm−1 = (S(u− p))m−1 − f˜m−1, pm−2|∂M = 0,
Hm−2 : X+pm−3 +X−pm−1 + apm−2 − Spm−2 = (S(u− p))m−2 − f˜m−2, pm−3|∂M = 0,
...
H3 : X+p2 +X−p4 + ap3 − Sp3 = (S(u− p))3 − f˜3, p2|∂M = 0,
H2 : X+p1 +X−p3 + ap2 − Sp2 = (S(u− p))2 − f˜2, p1|∂M = 0.
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Note that the operator S is block-diagonal on the decomposition (4) so that (Sp)k = Spk for all
k ≥ 0. Each equation above is an elliptic problem for pk of the form
X+pk = hk+1, pk|∂SM = 0,
where the right-hand side hk+1 is known. More specifically, the equation above gives two first-
order elliptic equations
η+pk,+ = hk+1,+, pk,+|∂SM = 0, η−pk,− = hk+1,−, pk,−|∂SM = 0.
We now explain how to recover pk,+ as the recovery of pk,− is similar
5. Writing
pk,+ = e
ikθp˜k,+(x), hk+1,+ = e
i(k+1)θh˜k+1,+(x), η+ = e
iθ(c(x)∂ − i(∂c)∂θ),
the equation η+pk,+ = hk+1,+ becomes a ∂ equation of the form
c1−k∂(ckp˜k,+) = h˜k+1,+, pk,+|∂M = 0.
In coordinates (x, θ), the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M is given by ∆g = 4c
2∂∂, and thus we
may turn the previous equation into the Poisson problem
∆gp˜k,+ = 4c
2∂
(
ck−1h˜k+1,+
)
, p˜k,+|∂M = 0,
providing a constructive reconstruction procedure for pk,+ from hk+1,+.
At this point, we have determined pm−1, . . . , p1 in descending order. To reconstruct the
source, we now finish the proof depending on which type of source is considered.
Case (1). Assume f takes the form f = f0 + X⊥f⊥ with f0 ∈ L2(M) and f⊥ ∈ W 1,2(M).
Projecting (19) onto H1 and H0 gives
Λ1 : η+(p0 + if⊥) + η−p2,+ + ap1,+ − (Sp)1,+ = (S(u− p))1,+ − f˜1,+,
Λ−1 : η−(p0 − if⊥) + η+p2,− + ap1,− − (Sp)1,− = (S(u− p))1,− − f˜1,−,
H0 : X−p1 + σap0 − f0 = (S(u− p))0 − f˜0.
(20)
The first two equations form a closed elliptic system for p0 and f⊥, determining both of them.
Namely, this system looks like
η+(p0 + if⊥) = s1,+, η−(p0 − if⊥) = s1,−, (21)
where the right-hand sides s1,± := (S(u − p))1,± − f˜1,± − η∓p2,± − ap1,± + (Sp)1,± are known.
Applying η− to the first one, η− to the second, using the fact that on Ω0, η+η− = η−η+ =
1
4∆g
(∆g: Laplace-Beltrami operator of the domain), we can decouple the above system as:
∆gp0 = 2(η−s1,+ + η+s1,−), ∆gf⊥ =
2
i
(η−s1,+ − η+s1,−).
5In fact, if all functions are real-valued, we immediately have pk,− = pk,+.
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Since p0|∂M = 0, p0 is uniquely determined by a homogeneous Dirichlet problem, and we now
explain how to derive a Neuman condition for f⊥: taking the difference of the equations in (21)
and using that η+ + η− = X and η+ − η− = iX⊥, we arrive at
iX⊥p0 + iXf = s1,+ − s1,−.
Given a point x ∈ ∂M with outgoing unit normal νx, we now evaluate this equality at (x, νx).
The term X⊥p0(x, νx) is a tangential derivative of p0 along ∂M , therefore vanishing, while the
term Xf⊥(x, νx) = ∂νf⊥(x). We thus obtain the Neuman boundary condition
∂νf⊥(x) = −i(s1,+ − s1,−)(x, νx), x ∈ ∂M.
As a conclusion, f⊥ satisfies a second-order elliptic equation with Neuman boundary condition,
and is thus determined up to a constant. Finally, f0 is the only unknown in the last equation of
(20) and is therefore determined as well.
Case (2). Assume f = f1 ∈ H1 is a vector field. Projecting (19) onto H1 and H0 gives
H1 : X+p0 +X−p2 + ap1 − (Sp)1 − f1 = (S(u− p))1 − f˜1,
H0 : X−p1 + σap0 = (S(u− p))0 − f˜0.
This time, the second equation first determines p0 uniquely, since the subcriticality condition
(7) ensures that σa vanishes nowhere on M . Then the first equations give f1 immediately.
The proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
Remark 13 (On the efficiency of the reconstruction procedure). One may notice that there is
no differentiation at any moment in this reconstruction procedure, so it is fairly well-behaved. In
addition, the inversion process does not require to solve transport equations with scattering terms,
which can be a costly step. The only PDE to be solved for is a free transport one. Moreover,
there is no need to store three-dimensional structures, as moments wn are computed one at a
time.
4.4 Non-injective problems: proof of Theorem 3
Now, sources of the form f = f0 + f1 are usually not uniquely reconstructible from their at-
tenuated X-ray transform, and the case with scattering is no different. This is even more true
for sources of higher degree. In this section, we now explain how to describe the gauge of these
non-injective problems when the scattering kernel has finite harmonic content.
Theorem 14. Suppose that k has degree m and that f = f0 + f1 is such that Ma,k(f) = 0.
Then there exists p ∈W 1,20 (M) such that f = (X + σa)p.
The proof is based on the solution of the attenuated tensor tomography problem, as described
by the following theorem, whose proof is based on [20, Propositions 4.1 and 4.2] and the use of
holomorphic integrating factors as introduced in [22].
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Theorem 15 (Theorem 1 in [11]). Suppose that (X + a)u = f holds on SM with f of degree
m ≥ 0. If m ≥ 1 and u|Γ± = 0, then u has degree m−1. If m = 0 and u|Γ± = 0, then u = f = 0.
Proof of Theorem 14. Under the assumption of the theorem, there exists u such that
(X + a)u = f + Su, (SM), u|Γ± = 0.
Since the right-hand side has degree at mostm, then by Theorem 15, u has degree at mostm−1.
But then the right-hand side has degree at most m− 1, and so on, until the right-hand side has
degree at most 1 (since at least f = f0+ f1). Then by Theorem 15, u = u0 with u0|∂M = 0, and
the transport equation reads
(X + a)u0 = f0 + f1 + k0u0.
Upon setting p := u0 and noticing that a− k0 = σa, the proof follows.
Following this idea, we push this further to a source f of arbitrary finite degree.
Proof of Theorem 3. ( ⇐= ) Suppose f = (X + a − S)p for some p of degree m − 1 with
components in W 1,20 (M). Then the transport problem
(X + a)u = f + Su (SM), u|Γ− = 0,
can be rewritten as
(X + a)(u− p) = S(u− p) (SM), (u− p)|Γ− = 0,
so from the forward theory, u− p vanishes identically, including at Γ+, and thus
Ma,k(f) = u|Γ+ = (u− p)|Γ+ = 0.
( =⇒ ) Suppose f has degree m and that Ma,k(f) = 0. Let n be the degree of k. Then the
solution u of (3) vanishes on Γ± and we have the relation
(X + a)u = Su+ f, u|Γ± = 0. (22)
If n ≤ m, then the right hand side of (22) has degree m, therefore by Theorem (15), u has
degree m− 1 and we conclude by setting p = u.
If n > m, then the right hand side of (22) has degree n, therefore by Theorem (15), u has
degree n−1. In particular, the term Su has degree n−1 and thus so does the right hand side of
(22). We can inductively decrease the degree of the right hand side in this fashion, until n = m,
to be back to the previous case n ≤ m. Theorem 3 is proved.
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